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Journalism m 
andd Multiculturalis m 

Inn this project issues regarding multiculturalism have been put central in the 
researchh design, following the conceptualization of the multicultural society 
ass a potential catalyst of challenges or changes to the professional ideology of 
journalism.. The interconnections between the news media and the multicul-
turall  society have been operationalized into two main research questions: [1] 
whatt are the basic, occupational and professional characteristics of journalists 
comingg from migrant groups in Dutch society and [2] an assessment of profes-
sionall  knowledge and views of specialist journalists in The Netherlands as 
thesee are articulated with issues concerning the multicultural society. The first 
questionn has partly been addressed in the analysis of the survey data (see chap-
terr in). Only 2% of Dutch journalists describe themselves as having an ethnic 
minorityy background, most of which work in the public broadcasting sector 
andd are specialized in specific 'multicultural' topics. Of our main sample of 
Dutchh journalists (n=773), a minority (28%) felt that the Dutch media audience 
iss particularly interested in news regarding the multicultural society. Issues re-
gardingg multiculturalism are charged with emotion in The Netherlands, and 
functionn as a source of recurring debates in professional, political and public 
circles.. A typical feature of these discussions is the lack of consensus on defini-
tion:: what are we exactly talking about, when discussing 'the multicultural so-
ciety'' and the media? This has been my main motivation for opting to explore 
thee issue in a qualitative, rather than a quantitative context- as I expected this 
wouldd allow me to trace more exactly the full range of definitions and mean-
ingss involved. In this chapter additional analyses on the data from the sub-
samplee of minority journalists contribute to answering the first question. The 
secondd research question regarding Dutch media in the multicultural society 
iss dealt with, using in-depth qualitative methods of data gathering and analy-
siss in a range of interviews with experts on the multicultural society. 

Ass discussed in the first chapter, professional and scholarly debates regarding 
mediaa and multiculturalism in The Netherlands center around three issues: 
thee knowledge of journalists about other cultures and ethnicities, their views 
onn representation (i.e. pluriformity, diversity), and the perceived responsibili-
tiess of journalists in a multicultural democracy. It was correspondingly argued 
thatt the discussion and therefore the problematization of professional knowl-
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edge,, representation and responsibilities of journalists in The Netherlands re-
gardingg multiculturalism potentially affects the core values of the occupation-
all  ideology of journalism, In order to assess how these issues are experienced 
inn contemporary Dutch journalism, extensive in-depth interviews were held 
withh eighteen experts in the field of reporting on multicultural issues. The 
analysiss of the interview transcripts intends to link the debate in the Dutch lit-
eraturee - in popular, trade and scholarly publications - with the perceptions of 
journalistss working in the specific multicultural 'beat'. This chapter starts with 
ann overview of the literature and contemporary discussions about media and 
multiculturalism,, insofar as these titles reflect specific research on the chal-
lengess of multiculturalism to Dutch journalism and contribute to our under-
standingg of the issues at hand. This literature review further functions as the 
basiss for the range of issues and questions used to (semi-) structure the (18) ex-
pertt interviews held. Hereafter first research question is dealt with, as the re-
sultss of our additional survey among a subsample of ethnic minority journal-
istss are analyzed in detail. The second question is then addressed in terms of 
thee qualitative research design particular to this theme, after which the analy-
siss of the in-depth interviews with multicultural experts follows. 

Mediaa and the Multicultura l Society 
Researchh about media and ethnic minorities has been conducted and pub-
lishedd since the 1960s. Most of that body of work has focused on issues of 'race' 
andd 'racism'; the concept and discussion of multiculturalism constitutes the 
contemporaryy approach to the issues at hand (Wilson and Gutierrez, 1995). In 
Thee Netherlands the issue has sparked debate particularly in the early 1980s 
throughh the work by Dutch discourse analyst Van Dijk on newspaper coverage 
regardingg ethnic minorities (Van Dijk, 1983; 1988 and 1991), but it can be traced 
backk to studies as early as 1967 on the print media coverage of foreign employ-
ees.. Emmerik-Levelt and Teulings concluded in their study of news items on so-
calledd gastarbeiders ('foreign guest workers') of 1967, that coverage would focus 
onn the impact they had on Dutch society and would generally not take into con-
siderationn issues or problems of migrants themselves (1967: 172). In a recent 
summaryy of Dutch research on media and migrants, Brants, Crone and Leurdijk 
(1998)) conclude that this early finding does not essentially differ much from 
conclusionss drawn from later and even most recent studies. They claim that, al-
thoughh the evidence is too inconclusive to suggest a 'bias' in the Dutch media, 
thee overall conclusion must be that news media hardly cover topics of interest 
too particular migrant families or communities and that Dutch journalists tend 
too ignore people with an ethnic minority background as actors in the news 
(Brantss et al, 1998:16; see also Leurdijk, 1997 and 1999:15-16). Brants, Crone and 
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Leurdijkk identified a total of 61 studies (of which only a few from scholarly 
sources)) on issues regarding news coverage and media production vis-a-vis the 
multiculturall  society. As noted, the work of Van Dijk can be viewed as seminal 
inn this respect. Van Dijk claimed, that news coverage in Dutch newspapers re-
flectss more or less 'hidden' racism, in that it systematically ignores an ethnic 
minorityy perspective on issues, only uses white majority sources and is focused 
almostt exclusively on problems and conflicts when it comes to minorities (Van 
Dijk,, 1983). In a follow-up publication Van Dijk added a content analysis of 
Britishh newspapers, in which book he emphasizes the way news media con-
tributee to the reproduction of (racial) prejudice (1991; see for a critical discus-
sionn of Van Dijk's work: Berg, 1992; Top, 2000). The media responded - not sur-
prisinglyy - furiously to Van Dijk's allegations at the time. The vast majority of 
studiess identified by Brants, Crone and Leurdijk were conducted in the 1990s, 
andd consisted of (quantitative and qualitative) content analyses (1998:14). 

Inn recent years the role of the media in the Dutch multicultural society has 
gainedd steady ground in academia, resulting in a number of articles, papers 
andd dissertations (see for example Leurdijk, 1997 and 1999; Vergeer, 2000). The 
relativee importance of the topic is emphasized by five recent publications, all 
off  which intend to summarize existing research, knowledge and views about 
ethnicc minorities and the media in The Netherlands.1 The public debate fur-
thermoree has been recently stirred by a series of articles, programs and discus-
sionn sessions on 'the multicultural society', all more or less based on an essay 
onn the topic, written by Paul Scheffer and published in national daily NRC Han-

delsbladdelsblad on 2g January 2000.2 Scheffer, a well-known publicist and high-profile 
memberr of mainstream political party PvdA (social-democrats), stated Dutch 
societyy should explicitly acknowledge that migration and multiculturalism re-
sultt in social problems. This call against supposed 'political correctness' res-
onatedd throughout the media, which all spent extensive coverage on the pub-
licc debate that followed. Indeed the first three months of 2000 can be charac-
terizedd by a 'wave' of public debates, conferences, publications, radio and tele-
visionn programs all focused on the Dutch multicultural society (see Deuze, 
2002).. . 

Alll  of the recent publications combine insights both from the professional 
andd the academic field, a combination which is quite unique in The Nether-
landss and perhaps indicative of the shared notion of urgency towards the top-
ic.33 Even though these publications were established more or less independent 
off  each other, the structure of the texts has been quite identical. The issues re-
gardingg media, ethnic minorities and racism have been addressed in terms of: 
representationss of multiculturalism in media content and effects thereof; the 
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rolee of ethnic minority journalists in the media; media use of ethnic minorities 
andd ethnic minority media appearing in The Netherlands. The most recent 
overvieww of research, a Cd-rom produced by University of Nijmegen's Media-

groepgroep (2000), shows in its index the following topics: "ethnic minority media, 
researchh on media use, representation, ethnic minority organizations" (see 
http://www.socsci.kun.nl/maw/cw/emm/).. What has to be noted here is the fact 
thatt littl e or no mention of the perceptions of Dutch journalists regarding (re-
portingg on) ethnic minorities and multicultural topics in general is made in 
thee literature. The work on media professionals of Van Donselaar and Tanja 
(2000)) is focused exclusively on the coverage of extreme right-wing groups 
andd issues, and Leurdijk (1999) as well as Costera Meijer (2001b) focus on tele-
visionn professionals only. Virtually absent in the literature - as explicitly noted 
byy Brants, Crone and Leurdijk (1998: 39) - are considerations of the profes-
sionall  views, routines and perceptions of journalists specifically reporting 
aboutt 'multicultural issues' (a similar 'gap' in media production research in the 
UKK and the us is noted explicitly by Cottle, 2000b: 15). Such issues are both 
generall  and specific in character: general when seen from the perspective that 
alll  news in a multicultural society is 'multicultural' (regarding choice of angle, 
newsgathering,, sourcing, reporting style, audience-orientation), specific when 
seenn as 'typical' news topics: migrants, asylum seekers, ethnic minority organ-
izations,, racism and racial/ethnic discrimination. 

Inn other words: research about multiculturalism in The Netherlands has neg-
lectedd the knowledge and views of (print) journalists who cover the multicul-
turall  society, and how that body of knowledge and experience is constructed 
(Deuze,, 2002). Yet most publications talk about establishing guidelines or even 
aa code of conduct for journalists when reporting on ethnic minorities (a spe-
cificc example thereof can be found in Sterk, 2000:105, which is based on an ear-
lierr brochure advising journalists in this regard, see Doppert and Top, 1993). 
Thee various special interest groups in The Netherlands for ethnic minority 
groupss and specifically minorities and the media - most notable the Werk-

groepgroep Migranten en Media (MenM), the Stichting Omroep Allochtonen (STOA), 
Forum,, the Anti-Discriminatie Overleg (ADO), and the Landelijk Bureau Racis-

mebestrijdingmebestrijding (LBR) - and even government officials generally claim that jour-
nalistss do not know enough about the particularities of different cultures and 
ethnicities,, that they therefore 'misrepresent' minority peoples and according-
lyy not live up to their perceived democratic responsibility of (as Dutch state 
secretaryy for media issues Van Der Ploeg calls it) 'providing a pluriform society 
withh pluriform information' (Van Der Ploeg, 1999 ).4 Indeed the three issues of 
knowledge,, representation and responsibility can be seen as dominant in the 

http://www.socsci.kun.nl/maw/cw/emm/
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contemporaryy Dutch debates about media and multiculturalism, even though 

thesee have not been attributed or related to the perceptions of Dutch journal-

istss in any systematic way. 

Ethnicc minorit y journalist s in The Netherlands 
Inn the main sample of Dutch journalist 2% (n=i2) said to have a non-Dutch 
ethnicc background, which journalists are scattered across media types, spe-
cializationss and so on. As one of the core issues regarding journalism and the 
multiculturalismm the representation of ethnic minorities in the newsroom, I 
havee opted for including a subsample of reporters with an ethnic minority 
backgroundd (an approach similar to Weaver and Wilhoit's in the us, see 1996: 
ig5ff).. Minority journalist organizations such as STOAand MenM were contact-
edd to help us locate specific reporters with a minority background (see the 
samplingg procedure as documented in chapter 11). Of our initial list of 180 peo-
plee in this subsample, we were able to successfully complete interviews with 91 
journalists.. Several people had moved to unknown locations, switched to jobs 
outsidee of the media, or did not work in journalism at all (N=56). Two people 
refusedd to participate in the survey, the rest (N=3i) could not been reached. Of 
thee 91 people interviewed, 74 said to have a non-Dutch ethnic background. 
Whatt follows here is a report on the basic, occupational and professional char-
acteristicss of this particular group of 74 media professionals. 

BASICC C H A R A C T E R I S T I C S. The composition of this sample, as reported by 
thee respondents, is diverse. The ethnic make-up of these 74 journalists consists 
off  (labeled according to answer given): 23 Surinam/Antilles, 16 Indonesian, 11 
Turkish,, 9 Moroccan, 5 other Asian (2 Chinese, 1 Vietnamese, 2 Pakistani), 7 Eu-
ropeann (other than Dutch), 2 Nigerian and 1 Arabic. The gender ratio among 
ethnicc minorities is in the balance: women make up 49% of this sample. 14% 
(N=io)) of these journalists are Muslims; 42% (N=3i) said they have no religious 
beliefss (versus 68% of the main sample of Dutch journalists). About half (47%) 
off  minorities are single (31% in the main sample), and none of these journalists 
considerr themselves politically aligned to the right (similarly only 1% does so 
inn the main sample). In terms of age this sample matches the main group per-
fectly:: 28% is younger than 36 years (in fact, 36 is the mode in years of age). One-
thirdd of ethnic minority journalists followed a BA-level journalism education 
programm - similar to the pattern of education among all journalists. 

O C C U P A T I O N ALL C H A R A C T E R I S T I C S. An analysis of the answers of this 

groupp shows that the majority (76%) works in the national public broadcasting 

sector,, equally distributed among radio and television newsrooms, whereas 
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mostt journalists with a Dutch ethnic background work in the print sector of 
thee media. This also explains that almost half (49%) of the minorities work on 
aa part-time or freelance basis - types of contract preferred by employers in 
broadcasting.. Four people function in a supervisory capacity. Only two minor-
ityy journalists reported working for a local or regional medium. Regarding 
specializationss it seems that ethnic minority journalists are more likely to 
mentionn topics related to the multicultural society (like migration, asylum 
seekers,, minorities: 18% of this sample against 2% of all reporters) and to the 
foreignn 'beat', in particular migration countries such as Turkey, Morocco and 
Surinamm (another 18% against 4% in the overall group). 

P R O F E S S I O N ALL C H A R A C T E R I S T I C S. Although ethnic minority journalists 
doo not answer very differently on the questions in the general survey, some 
cross-tabulatedd scores stand out significantly. In their perception of the audi-
ence'ss interests, journalists in this sample feel that their public expects back-
groundss and analyses (89% versus 66% of the'Dutch' sample) especially of news 
relatedd to multicultural issues (51% versus 29%). In table 1 below the full range 
off  answers on questions regarding role perceptions is reported, comparing the 
answerss of journalists in the minority sample with the main sample. 

Inn terms of role perceptions ethnic minority journalists share the same media 
roless as their colleagues in the main sample; a factor analysis of these items 
showedd similar support for non-revenue, audience-revenue and advertising-
revenuee goals. But the respondents in this sample do feel much stronger than 
theirr colleagues that developing the (intellectual and cultural) interests of 
theirr audience, having an influence, standing up for the disadvantaged and 
givingg people a chance to voice their opinion are (very) important roles for 
themm in society. These answers indicate support for an advocacy role percep-
tion,, emphasizing a kind of'responsible educator' role in society. This role may 
alsoo be reflected in the higher importance attributed to getting feedback from 
newss sources (68% versus 45% in the main sample says this is an important as-
pectt of their work) and the fact that minority reporters seem to be more reluc-
tantt to actually harass or badger (unwilling) sources: half of this sample thinks 
thatt might be justified on occasion, against 67% of the overall group. 

Thesee results show that journalists with an ethnic minority background are 
moree likely to work with topics related to their ethnicity (such as migration 
countriess or specific multicultural issues). Summarizing the variables on 
whichh these journalists' answer differ from their colleagues, it seems that they 
feell  a particular responsibility towards maintaining a good relationship with 
theirr sources, plus developing and indeed influencing the interests of the peo-
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93 3 
78 8 
73 3 
82 2 
74 4 
76 6 
65 5 
63 3 
51 1 
61 1 
55 5 
15 5 

87 7 
82 2 
81 1 
73 3 
72 2 
71 1 
69 9 
53 3 
49 9 
44 4 
41 1 
16 6 u u 

Tablee 4.1 
Journalists ''  rol e perception s (% sayin g "important "  or "ver y important ) 

MinorityMinority sample Main sample 

MediaMedia role N= 74 773 

Providee analysis and interpretation 

Gett news to the public quickly 

Bee an adversary of public officials and businesses 

Givee people a chance to express their views 

Signalingg new trends 

Reachh widest possible audience 

Investigatee claims government 

Developp intellectual/cultural interests of the public 

Providee entertainment 

Havee an influence on the public/political agenda 

Standd up for the disadvantaged 

Providee a good Umfeld for advertisers 

piee they intend to serve. The journalists in this subsample are particularly in-
clinedd to give less privileged people a voice, providing access to the media to 
thee disadvantaged - which in the Dutch context means ethnic minorities, as 
peoplee within this segment of the population are more likely to lag behind in 
termss of education, work and social status. This does suggest that one's ethnic-
ityy has an influence in the development of professional identity in journalism, 
ass ethnic minority journalists are more likely to embrace an advocacy role -
ratherr than for example being a watchdog or some kind of public adversary -
inn their professional self-perception. 

Expertt  Interviews 
Ass noted, the themes identified in studying issues related to media and multi-
culturalismm in general (and not particular to for example ethnic minority jour-
nalists)) are: knowledge, representation and responsibility. These are opera-
tionalizedd here in relation to the central thematic structure of our project as 
potentiall  challenges to the occupational ideology of professional journalism 
(seee chapter 1). The role of the (news-) media in a multicultural democracy is a 
complexx one. It can be seen as an arena where the dominant notions of profes-
sionall  journalism may clash with the democratic ideals of diversity, plurifor-
mityy and social equality.5 The data gathered in this chapter - using expert in-
terviewss with journalists - should be seen as instrumental in building theory 
aboutt the articulation of multiculturalism and Dutch journalism. The overall 
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qualitativee methodological motivation and approach for analyzing interview 
dataa has been described in the second chapter. For our research design the 
methodologicall  texts offered by Wetherell and Potter (1988) and Strauss and 
Corbinn (1990) have been coupled. Two recent studies in The Netherlands have 
followedd a similar approach: Leurdijk (1999) and Costera Meijer (2001b) in an-
alyzingg in-depth interviews with media professionals in the television sector 
(workingg for talk shows, documentaries, reality television shows, news broad-
castss and soap operas; results of these studies are integrated in the analysis of-
feredd in this chapter). One should note here that broadcast media newsrooms 
inn The Netherlands do not employ 'niche' departments. Even though several 
talkk shows have been produced which use a specific multicultural angle, the 
journalistss working for such shows are not necessarily considered to be 'multi-
culturall  experts' in the field. It is for these reasons the (self-) assigned experts 
inn the print media sector were picked as informants to conduct our expert in-
terviewss with. 

Beyondd whether media professionals think issues regarding the multicultural 
societyy are valid topics for the news and what specific role perceptions jour-
nalistss accordingly claim in their work, a specific goal for this study is to ad-
dresss the 'knowledge gap' regarding the professional views, routines and per-
ceptionss of journalists specifically reporting about 'multicultural issues' 
(Brantss et al, 1998:39; a similar notion of such a 'gap' in media research in the 
UKK and the us made by Cottle, 2000b: 15). This presupposes that there exists in 
factt a multicultural 'beat' or niche within the press newsroom and that one 
mayy expect of journalists working within such a field more knowledge about 
issuess pertaining to multiculturalism and journalism in The Netherlands -
moree than their colleagues in other departments or perhaps in the broadcast-
ingg sector. The experts were selected from journalists working for the five 
mainstreamm national dailies, the five regional newspapers appearing daily in 
thee Randstad (comprising Amsterdam, Rotterdam, Utrecht and The Hague, in 
whichh geographical area the vast majority of ethnic minorities are concentrat-
ed),, four mainstream 'opinion magazines' and the two specific multicultural 
opinionn magazines appearing biweekly in The Netherlands.6 As a first step the 
newsroomss of these media were called, at which time we asked to be put 
throughh to 'the person directly responsible for news coverage regarding mul-
ticulturall  issues'. Only the people at one newspaper insisted they did not have 
suchh a journalist: Amsterdam-based Het Parool. Another regional daily, the 
Noord-HollandsNoord-Hollands Dagblad, mentioned that their specialist was only appointed 
onee week earlier - he felt he could not seriously discuss the topic yet. Four oth-
err newsrooms put us through to the editor-in-chief as the sole responsible in 
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thiss regard (national daily De Telegraaf, opinion magazine Vrij  Nederland, re-
gionall  daily Utrechts Nieuwsblad and special interest magazine Contrast). A to-
tall  of 18 in-depth interviews of approximately one hour each were held during 
Junee and July 2000 (with De Volkskrant, Haagsche Courant, Elsevier and Vrij 

NederlandNederland offering two specialists each). 

Thee interviews were semi-structured and open-ended, and were conducted 
andd transcribed by two MA students and the author.7 The topics in the inter-
viewss were based on the literature review (reported in this chapter and in the 
discussionn of media and multiculturalism in chapter 1), and concerned issues 
off  knowledge, representation and responsibilities. A complete list of issues 
andd questions is offered in appendix 11 of this book. It is important to note here 
thatt this list was not applied chronologically or literally in the interviews; the 
informantss were given as much leeway as possible to direct the flow of discus-
sion.. Most interviews were conducted in a relaxed atmosphere, with partici-
pantss generally talking openly and reflexively about their work. We made sure 
too bring information to the interview ourselves - as many participants in fact 
askedd us questions as well. Examples thereof: "so is this what my colleagues say 

asas well?" or: "does research show that our newspaper is doing okay when it 

comescomes to covering minorities?'* The participants seemed appreciative of get-
tingg some feedback on studies such as content analyses (as for example re-
portedd in Brants et al, 1998) or minorities' media use (as collected on Cd-rom, 
Mediagroep,Mediagroep, 2000). This information was then used to further explore issues 
suchh as ethnic minority representation in media content or addressing a mul-
ticulturall  audience in news coverage. 

Selectingg and coding each sentence or phrase in the transcript identified the 
variouss topics and issues that were addressed by the participating journalists. 
Thiss resulted in more than 30 different topics, which were grouped and nar-
rowedd down to eight more or less distinct topical categories: migration (in-
cludingg asylum seekers, newcomers, guest workers or: "gastarbeiders"), reli-
gionn (including references to the Islam, mosques, imams), public debate (es-
peciallyy since almost all journalists referred to the media discussion following 
thee aforementioned article by Paul Scheffer), racism, social problems, occupa-
tionall  ideology (references to 'that what a journalist is supposed to do'), gen-
erall  comments about 'the' multicultural society (and how it can be defined) 
andd finally - and perhaps also somewhat surprisingly as almost all reporters 
usedd this topic - remarks about the standards of reporting at the most popular 
Dutchh mainstream newspaper, De Telegraaf.9 

Inn the analytical procedure each of the categories was put into the context 
off  the daily work of the participants as to determine how the categories found 
couldd be seen as being instrumental to the journalists' understanding of his or 
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herr work regarding multicultural topics and issues. The main question was, in 
otherr words, to see how journalists make sense or give meaning to these top-
ics.. The final step of the analysis involved assigning labels to the repertoires 
andd explore in which ways these repertoires were used by the interviewees 
withinn the context of the thematic issues used as (semi-) structure of the inter-
views:: professional knowledge and views (cf. representation and responsibili-
ties)) of journalists in the multicultural society. 

Analysis s 
Ass suggested by Wetherell and Potter (1988), the journalists all gave multi-lay-
eredd and often contradictory answers to our questions. Especially when talking 
aboutt examples of how they handled certain stories in the past, the journalists 
wouldd use different language than at times where he or she would reflect on 
forr example roles and responsibilities of journalists in a multicultural society. 
Thee (critical) self-reflexivity of participants' answers would also increase closer 
too the end of the interviews. The answers given show that 'the multicultural so-
ciety'' as a news topic or specialization is important for contemporary Dutch 
journalismm on a number of different levels: 

"Well,"Well, all changes in a society resulting from immigration are a journalistic 
projectproject to document. You should not deny the fact that immigration is a 
problematicproblematic category, that whole transformation of society has appealing 
aspectsaspects and problems - like any big change has. That is how sober you 
shouldshould treat it." 

Inn this quote one can observe that this particular journalist views the multicul-
turall  society as a more or less 'natural' change in society because of immigra-
tionn (as he explicitly mentions that this is like "any change"). Additionally he 
emphasizess the problematic aspect of such a change - both as a 'category' (of 
newss topics), as well as an "appealing aspect" (for journalism). In this utter-
ancee the participant also extrapolates these notions to the way journalists deal 
withh the issues at hand in general, by referring to multiculturalism as a 'proj-
ect'' for journalism. 

"We"We have this editorial policy which tries to prevent us from writing about 
otherother cultures in a negative way. So for example if there is a shooting and it 
doesdoes not really matter that in fact two Moroccans were involved, then you 
shouldshould not mention that. You also would not mention it if this were two 
DutchDutch persons. But this always gets moved around a bit, I think that you can 
alsoalso see that [mentioning someone's ethnicity in a news story - MD ] in all 
mediamedia coverage, at least I've noticed that in other media." 
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Thiss journalist clearly distinguishes between 'Dutch' people and 'Moroccan' 
people;; ethnicity therefore is something that has to do with different national 
backgrounds,, according to this participant. Even though the reporter refers to 
thee editorial policy of his newspaper, he also attributes negative writing to an 
incidentt such as a shooting - emphasizing the aspect of crime in news stories 
aboutt ethnic minorities. The quote ends with specific reference to the Dutch 
mediaa in general - locating 'negative' shifts in news coverage at the work of 
otherr journalists instead of himself and his colleagues. In one such quote one 
mayy therefore find various repertoires, categorical levels and topics at work, 
whichh can been seen as elements used by this particular participant to actively 
negotiatee 'meaning'. Another important element in this specific quote is a no-
tionn of shifting or varying interpretations of certain reporting conventions; a 
consensuall  view on mentioning a news actor's ethnic background would be to 
bee careful about stereotypes but an articulated view (in light of different news 
topics)) would be, that such a policy is clearly dependent on one's direct nego-
tiationn with the issue at hand (instead of an overarching editorial policy guide-
line). . 

TheThe first coding steps in the analysis showed that the participating journal-
istsists effectively talked about eight more or less consistent topical categories 
whenwhen discussing multiculturalism and the media. Here the full range of 
thesethese categories is described briefly before moving on to the analysis of the 
repertoiresrepertoires used by the participants to give meaning to these topics in terms 
ofof their knowledge and views on journalism in the multicultural society. 
TheseThese repertoires are located throughout the topical categories, as these cat-
egoriesegories together describe the phenomenon of multiculturalism in terms of 
thethe informants.10 

CATEGORYY 1: M I G R A T I O N . All participants attributed the (increasing) 
multiculturalismm of Dutch society to issues of migration, including asylum 
seekerss or'newcomers', referring also to so-called guest workers or: "gastarbei-
ders""  which were invited to The Netherlands in the 1960s and 1970s. 

"I"I  write about the multicultural society because I find it interesting, because 

itit  is one of the biggest topics right now [...]  the whole world is on the move 

andand we get our share of it." 

Onee aspect of multiculturalism for journalists can thus be described as migra-

tionn (see also the first quote used in this section), as it relates specifically to for-

eignn immigrants, asylum seekers and refugees: people moving to The Nether-

lands. . 
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CATEGORYY i i : R E L I G I O N. References to religion were paramount in the in-
terviews,, although within this category all propositions dealt with the Islam 
onlyy (including anecdotes of visits to mosques, interviews with imams). It 
seemss that for journalists being a Muslim is more or less the same for everyone, 
regardlesss of one's ethnicity - whereas journalists also implicitly assume that 
alll  Muslims are also ethnic minorities. Journalists would especially discuss the 
Islamm in terms of their knowledge (or lack thereof): 

"I"I  am not an expert, no. Sure, I've read a bit in the Koran but... no. Of course 

II  have at some point discussed it with a fundamentalist Muslim, but I only 

dodo that when it is necessary for the story at that time." 

Safee to say that a second aspect of multiculturalism for Dutch journalists deals 
specificallyy with the Islam, as it is to some extent seen as an intrinsical 'quality' 
off  ethnic minorities in The Netherlands." 

CATEGORYY i n : S C H E F F E R - D E B A T E. The Dutch public debate on the mul-
ticulturall  society of early 2000, which debate was inspired by an essay by pub-
licistt Paul Scheffer in NRC Handelsblad, was just about closed at the time the in-
terviewss were conducted (Summer of 2000). The effects of this debate were 
quitee clear: almost all participants referred to the so-called 'Scheffer-debate' in 
thee conversation. They did so particularly in terms of what Leurdijk (1999) calls 
aa confrontation repertoire, more or less praising Scheffer for 'breaking the 
taboo'' on openly problematizing the multicultural society. Regarding the im-
portancee attributed to this public and professional debate, I considered this 
eventt as a topical category on its own: 

"I"I  have written a lot about multicultural issues, especially since the public 

debatedebate started around that article of Paul Scheffer. Paul is a political thinker 

withwith whom I dealt with before and he called directly upon the responsibili-

tiesties of the politicians." 

Twoo participants also criticized the discussion as the media covered it, claim-
ingg that it was mainly a debate about, and not so much with ethnic minorities. 
Threee experts even said that their appointment was 'caused' by the Scheffer-de-
bate.. As the participants addressed the Scheffer-debate or the original article 
(titledd "The multicultural drama") as instrumental in arguments about several 
differentt issues, one may assume that the public debate can possibly be viewed 
ass being of great help to this project; it more or less 'allowed' journalists to 
speakk freely, less constrained perhaps by their perceived sensitivities towards 
ethnicc minority issues in society. 
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CATEGORYY iv : R A C I S M. Very few journalists talked about race, racism or for 

examplee extreme right-wing (racist) political parties and groups in Dutch so-

ciety.. This may have to do with what Costera Meijer (2001b) describes as the 

complicatedd and problematic nature of the language of ethnicity in The 

Netherlands:: it is generally not done to talk about 'race', one should preferably 

usee terms like "allochtoon" (non-native) or 'ethnicity'. The participants gener-

allyy offered different arguments in this context, coupling notions of race or 

racismm with the emergence of right-wing political party the Centrum-Democ-

ratenraten (CD) in the 1980s. 

"Really,"Really, discussions about extreme right-wing groups are outdated, those 

areare ancient issues. That debate has been closed in The Netherlands at least 

tenten years ago." 

Otherr arguments pertain to the fact that all journalists who indeed mention 

racee or racism, do so with obvious disdain or even disgust about people with 

racistt ideas, in fact revealing an active personal agenda: 

"For"For  example if a policeman is racist or says stupid racist things, I would not 

putput him in my story, unless my aim is to show that the police in general is 

racistracist [...]  Then I would write such statements very 'dry', so that no one 

couldcould really think that this man is right." 

Thiss personal agenda shows in a study, conducted by the Nyj-workgroup Mi-

grantengranten en Media in 1994. Several newspapers were analyzed to see how they 
coveredd the Dutch extreme right-wing party CD: the Centrum-Democraten (Al-
bronda,, 1994). The report revealed that several newspapers made an active ef-
fortt to debunk the claims of CD-politicians and to critically engage the social 
backgroundd of the phenomenon. Since 1994 the CD has more or less fallen 
apartt and split up in several small factions, which perhaps explains the argu-
mentt of journalists, that they see this is as an 'old' discussion. 

CATEGORYY v: SOCIAL P R O B L E M S. Early studies of 'race' and the media by 

scholarss like Halloran and Husband have signaled the operation of deep-seat-
edd news values such as 'negativity', 'conflict' and 'violence' involved in the news 
(Halloran,, 1977; Hartmann and Husband, 1974). In The Netherlands similar 
conclusionn were drawn applying discourse analyses of news media by Van Dijk 
inn the 1980s. It is therefore not surprising that all participants talk about crime 
(also:: police matters, justice, judicial procedures, imprisonment, burglary, 
hooliganism,, and so on) when discussing (examples of) multicultural report-
ing.. An explicit example thereof, as one participant comments: "I do not see the 

differencedifference between Moroccan youths and Dutch hooligans, I mean, that is the 
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samesame problem ." Here one can also refer back to the first quote in this analysis, 
wheree the informant explicitly stated: "You should not deny the fact that immi-

grationgration is a problematic category, that whole transformation of society has ap-

pealingpealing aspects and problems - like any big change has." 

Althoughh several journalists indicate an awareness of the pitfalls of negative 
stereotypingg of ethnic minorities in this respect, all reporters associate multi-
culturalismm with social problems. It is unclear whether this topic is addressed 
becausee of the 'breaking of the taboo' on this issue by Paul Scheffer or whether 
thiss is due to the structural nature of news values in (Western) journalism. In 
factt one could perhaps argue that it is also because of these 'intrinsic' negative 
newss values journalists can relate so well to the point regarding the multicul-
turall  'drama' made by Scheffer. 

CATEGORYY v i : OCCUPATIONAL IDEOLOGY. Cottle (1997) has shown that 

elementss of the ideology of journalism such as the notion of'objectivity' and 
thee often unspoken acceptance of shared news values (see previous category) 
cann be seen as instrumental to the problematic nature of journalists' reporting 
aboutt multicultural issues. The interviews give evidence to the assumption 
thatt the ideology of journalism is sometimes in deep conflict with the kind of 
storiess and reporting journalists do. This can go as far as establishing new 
codess for journalists covering minority issues: 

"As"As a journalist you should be committed to all groups in society [...]  at 

somesome point we agreed that we should never mention someone's ethnicity for 

fearfear of stigmatization, unless it was really relevant - we were very strict in 

thatthat sense. But a newspaper should pay attention to all people who have 

problemsproblems in society; not just ethnic minorities [...]  But we found thatwe in 

factfact were covering up certain problems, so now we are working on a new ed-

itorialitorial  policy. But it's still very new, it's good that journalists are thinking 

aboutabout this." 

Otherr reporters are quite defensive about what they perceive as professional 
journalism,, referring to being 'neutral', maintaining 'professional distance' or 
'autonomy': : 

"I'm"I'm just doing my work as a journalist, independent of whatever. Of course, 
wewe are not servicing some kind of special interest group or something like 
that,that, no." 

Onee way for a journalist to solve such a conflict is to relay the responsibility to 
hiss or her audience and the way audience members expect a certain style of re-
porting. . 
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"We"We used to really defend the position of minorities in society, and that has 

diminisheddiminished a lot. That has to do with the fact that we used to have a 'left' au-

dience,dience, now our readership is much more diverse." 

CATEGORYY v n: THE MULTICULTURA L SOCIETY. General comments 

aboutt 'the' multicultural society can also be determined as a specific category, 

ass journalists would often refer to Dutch society as a whole without making ex-

plicitt what they mean. On the other hand, when it comes to talking about col-

leaguess with an ethnic minority background, participants would become hes-

itantt to 'choose a side': 

"We"We do not have any ethnic minorities working for us, no. But if we would 

have,have, I don't think they should cover specific multicultural issues. It depends, 

ifif  they really want it, which is how we work. It is also fun the way they would 

viewview normal things, the not-multicultural society." 

Sometimess a journalist would even explicitly connect the multicultural socie-

tyy in general to something 'not Dutch': 

"That"That is a very problematic concept, the multicultural society. What does it 

mean?mean? I don't know. Well, a lot of foreigners live in The Netherlands, people 

whowho do not belong here."12 

Itt seems clear from such propositions, that multiculturalism is perceived by 

thee participants as something different than what they think Dutch society is. 

Itt is something that changes the society, a development that runs either paral-

lell  with Dutch society or as a development that is seen as impacting upon soci-

etyy at large. 

CATEGORYY V I I I : DAIL Y N E W S P A P ER 'DE TELEGRAAF '. Almost all re-

porterss made specific remarks about the perceived standards of reporting at 

thee most popular Dutch mainstream newspaper, De Telegraaf It almost seems 

ass though this newspaper's standards function as a sort of benchmark for oth-

err reporters, hence my choice to consider these statements together as a dis-

tinctt topical category in this context. 

"I"I  don't think there are any newspapers in The Netherlands that can assume 

theirtheir readers know a lot about the norms of values of other cultures. I mean 

II  think that the newspaper which is mostly read by ethnic minorities is De 

Telegraaf,Telegraaf, and that paper writes mostly in negative ways about ethnic mi-

norities." norities." 

Otherr reporters voiced similar strong opinions. One of our interviews featured 

thee deputy editor-in-chief of De Telegraaf During the interview he acknowl-
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edgedd the critical comments of his colleagues, but stated: 

"Look"Look I have done my homework of course. We have paid a lot of attention 
toto the latest report of the Sociaal-Cultureel Planbureau [SCP; governmental 
social-culturalsocial-cultural monitoring agency, MD] . We have had a series on different 
religions,religions, including the Islam. We have had quite a few interviews with eth-
nicnic minorities, in-depth interviews in which important comments were 
mademade by someone like Ahmed Aboutaleb [director of multicultural organi-
zationzation Forum, MD). So it is not the case that we only have people like that in 
thethe newspaper in the context of stealing or murders. That kind of criticism 
isis too easy and reality shows it is just not true." 

Ass noted earlier, several studies found that De Telegraafindeed seems to be 
moree stereotypical in its coverage of minority issues. On the other hand schol-
arss have noted severe limitations to such studies (see Brants et al. 1998 for a dis-
cussion).. Regardless of such discussions, De Telegraaf still functions for many 
ass a virtual 'how not to'-standard, so it seems. 

Repertoires s 
Fromm the various propositions used in the answers six more or less distinct 
repertoiress could be distilled. Within each repertoire the participants address 
issuess regarding professional knowledge, representation and responsibilities. 
Thesee repertoires connect to the topical categories as different ways for jour-
nalistss to talk about- and give meaning to - their experiences and work re-
gardingg the multicultural society. In other words: repertoires are more or less 
coherentt systems of belief from which individual reporters 'borrow' claims 
andd arguments regarding the issues they face in their daily work. This also ex-
plainss why people sometimes contradict themselves in what they say; using 
thiss method of analysis it means that someone uses statements from two or 
moree different or even conflicting repertoires (see chapter 11 for more details 
onn interpretative repertoire analysis of interview transcripts). 

Whenn discussing journalism in the Dutch multicultural society, the partic-
ipantss generally referred to themselves as active agents in the media environ-
ment.. They offered a wealth of examples, talking about stories they wrote in 
thee past, about personal experiences on the job when newsgathering, inter-
viewingg sources with different ethnic backgrounds than one's own. Two reper-
toiress were used more or less equally in these experiential accounts: a 'busi-
nesss as usual' repertoire and an 'ingroup-outgroup' repertoire. All journalists 
usedd both repertoires throughout the interview. 

B U S I N E SSS AS USUAL R E P E R T O I R E. Working as a journalist on topics re-
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latedd to the multicultural society is, well, 'just journalism' as participants 

wouldd say (referring to journalism as a distinct occupational ideology, see cat-

egoryy vi above). Speakers would specifically use terms like 'of course', 'in-

evitably'' or 'naturally' to describe how and why journalists cover issues con-

cerningg the multicultural society: 

"Everyone"Everyone is part of the multicultural society, naturally whenyou live in the 

Randstad,Randstad, that is just a fact. And whether you are Dutch or you are Dutch 

withwith a different ethnic background, I mean everyone has to do with that 

whetherwhether you like it or not. It is a fact that this is how the society is and will 

increasinglyincreasingly turn out to be." 

Moree concretely journalists using this repertoire would speak out on the way 
too handle minorities and minority issues, as one editor-in-chief comments: 

"I"I  really feel that all of my journalists should have a multicultural compe-

tence.tence. I also principally feel that, well let's say, the cultural minorities should 

notnot be looked at any differently, but should just be seen as part of the socie-

tyty as a whole and therefore I feel that we should cover that, not too much in 

thethe spotlight, not like positive discrimination, just treat it like an adult, like 

anyany other aspect of society." 

Whenn discussing their professional knowledge, journalists claim that working 
withh ethnic minorities or for example handling minority issues does not re-
quiree any special kind of networking - other than what 'other'journalists nor-
mallyy would do. In terms of representation the participants would often refer 
too hiring practices of their employer when confronted with questions regard-
ingg having minority journalists work in their newsroom. In this context jour-
nalistss would explain the low numbers of journalists with an ethnic minority 
backgroundd in Dutch journalism by referring to a 'natural evolution' of Dutch 
society,, which would eventually result in getting more minority applicants for 
jobss - specifically in the Randstad area: 

"You"You have to be realistic in our city. It will  happen naturally of course. It is 

justjust a given whenyou work in a city where 50% has an ethnic minority back-

ground,ground, that you are going to get journalists who can write well, who have 

aa broad orientation, who will  sooner or later feel completely at home in 

DutchDutch society, which is a prerequisite." 

Thee participants specifically used similar propositions when discussing 

whetherr a reporter with an ethnic minority background should or should not 

reportt on minority issues: 
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"No,"No, why? That is naturally up to people themselves -1 mean a lot of ethnic 
minoritiesminorities do not want to be associated with that, they also want to be just 
anotheranother normal employee like everybody else, just to work on general is-
sues." sues." 

Finally,, on issues of responsibilities of journalists, participants would reiterate 
theirr position as 'just' journalists doing their job, like any other journalist 
wouldd do: 

"Our"Our responsibility is to use people who are most qualified to say something 
aboutabout a topic if it does not have anything to do with that I will  not call a 
TurkishTurkish man to set some kind of example. It has to be relevant. I have to be a 
journalistjournalist first and do what is relevant." 

Costeraa Meijer (2001b) found that producers of Dutch soap operas use a simi-
larr professional repertoire when discussing the way they deal with ethnic mi-
norities,, which she calls a 'denial' repertoire. Producers would argue that 'col-
orr does not matter', about which approach Costera Meijer says that it provides 
aa common ground for media professionals to show for example that they are 
nott 'biased' in any particular way. Leurdijk (1999) and Van Donselaar and Tan-
jaa (2000) report references in terms of "we're just doing our work" likewise 
amongg television producers and journalists who cover extreme right-wing 
groups.. By referring to the evolutionary or 'natural' aspect of multiculturalism 
itt seems as if participants to some extent free themselves of the responsibility 
off  doing something specific about - or even reflect upon - their role as jour-
nalistss in a multicultural society. In a way this repertoire sounds like pure op-
timism,, as in 'everything will turn out okay sooner or later' even. Its function 
forr the journalists lies in the fact, that it offers them a retreat from sensitive and 
personall  positions regarding minorities: if the inclusion or exclusion of ethnic 
minoritiess and migrant cultures in the media is a 'natural' phenomenon, who 
aree journalists to do something about that? 

INGROUP-OUTGROUPP R E P E R T O I R E. The business as usual repertoire is 
closelyy linked to the other repertoire used in the individual domain of the par-
ticipants:: talking about ethnic minorities as being different, as an 'outgroup' 
withh certain characteristics which differ in one way or another (from the ma-
jorityy of the Dutch population). Participants would shift subtly from one reper-
toiree to the next, sometimes only recognizable through the use of certain 
phrasess (like 'us' and 'them', or 'they' and 'we', or describing people with dif-
ferentt ethnic backgrounds as impersonalized groups: "the Turks in Rotter-

dam...";dam..."; addressed in relation to news content in Brants et al, igg8:15). An ex-
amplee of the articulation of the business as usual repertoire to the ingroup-
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outgroupp repertoire can be found by the way ethnic diversity in the newsroom 

iss discussed: 

"Youu are dealing with relatively lower-educated people. Their emancipation 

stillstill  has to develop is in many aspects less advanced than among Dutch peo-

ple.ple. It is therefore logical that they are underrepresented in journalism." 

Whenn discussing the professional knowledge of journalists regarding the mul-

ticulturall  society, most journalists immediately frame their replies in terms of 

knowingg about 'other peoples' in Dutch society; people with different back-

grounds,, cultures, religions, languages, habits and so on (see topical category 

vuu on the multicultural society being referred to as something 'not Dutch'). 

Thiss kind of knowledge generally consists of anecdotes about encounters with 

'thee other': 

"No"No I am not going to mosques or something like that, what am I supposed 

toto do there, no I am not going there. But I know those people, I have for ex-

ampleample visited Morocco with a man, a soldier, when the Moroccan king lifted 

their-whattheir-what do you call it-ban. So ever since I sort of know those men." 

Suchh experiential anecdotes can also be framed with a more 'positive' conno-

tation,, though: 

"So"So it is really nice when there is a festival being organized, or when some-

thingthing fun is going on in the mosque so that you can go there and have a chat. 

AtAt such times I try to ask a bit more about that community, write down 

phonephone numbers to call again later on." 

Thee participants generally admit that it is in fact quite difficult for them to 'en-
ter'' ethnic minority communities - whether this concerns organizations or re-
ligiouss groups or for example individual families. Three participants in fact 
mentionedd living in a street were also people with an ethnic minority back-
groundd live, one journalist mentioned being of Moroccan descent. 

Inn terms of representation this repertoire is also often used to explain the 
relativelyy small use of minority sources -be it spokespersons or the 'person on 
thee street' - in news coverage, claiming "they are the most difficult group to ap-

proach"proach" for example. Another aspect of representation in this repertoire con-
cernss hiring practices of print media: 

"I"I  would want them, why not? If they are any good of course, than there is 

nothingnothing wrong with that But I think why not, but they have to want it them-

selves.selves. That is again our culture, if someone really wants to work here we 

preferprefer him, but I am not going on the streets to search and hire them like 

pleaseplease come and work at our paper." 
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Thee ingroup-outgroup repertoire is the dominant repertoire among all partic-
ipantss and is particularly used when talking about the representation of mi-
noritiess and the perceived responsibilities of journalists writing about multi-
culturall  issues: 

"First"First  and foremost I feel it is important that you, when speaking or inter-

viewingviewing someone from ethnic minority circles about the topic of the multi-

culturalcultural society, that you should do justice to his or her opinion. And that 

cancan get clearer when you contrast his opinion with opinions which are con-

flicting,flicting, and those could be the dominant opinions in our society such as the 

separationseparation of church and state or the freedom of speech" 

Thiss last quote can also be seen as an example of a series of propositions that 
connectt the journalist as an individual ("I feel...") to a larger frame of news 
workk in general ("you should do justice") and even to abstract notions of the 
societyy at large ("the dominant opinions in our society"). In fact most partici-
pantss would use such connections between different levels of abstraction or 
domainss when discussing responsibilities. The ingroup-outgroup repertoire 
servedd in this regard to legitimize quite elaborate reflections on multicultural-
ismm and journalists in society: 

"I"I  mean the Surinamese community has really its own way of talking it is 

justjust another people altogether, the Turks and Moroccans also so you just 

knowknow that they have a different culture. But also their status as newcomers 

justjust results in a different way of thinking and a different way of looking at 

thethe world and at the society. Those people they all just want, they all are re-

allyally climbers on the ladder, while the voice of the Dutch, and those are the 

conservativesconservatives so to speak. All of that brings a lot of differences and every 

timetime I deal with such a topic, step into such a community, thanyoufeel that 

itit  lives." 

Thiss kind of legitimization of the 'difficult ' work of journalists who have to deal 
withh multicultural topics becomes problematic considering the interconnect-
ednesss with the business as usual repertoire. If journalists treat ethnic minori-
tiess and minority issues just like 'any other topic', they tend to describe those 
topicss as having certain distinct characteristics, which are not only different, 
butt also quite clearly difficult to understand - because these are perceived to 
bee different. I would like to suggest that this repertoire functions in two dis-
tinctt ways: it articulates the journalist as an active professional to his or her 
topicc - as the one person legitimized to give meaning to differences in society, 
butt it also locates the journalist outside of the topic, thereby seemingly 'objec-
tifying'' his or her approach to the multicultural society. 
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Nextt to personal experiences participants would often discuss the nature and 
dailyy practices of news work in terms of their colleagues, or their medium or 
mediaa organization in general. The analysis showed two distinct repertoires 
aree at work on this level, one that can be labeled as 'that is the way we do it 
here'' repertoire, the other one as a 'problematization' repertoire. This does not 
necessarilyy mean that the same repertoire ('business as usual') merely shifts 
fromm an individual to a collective dimension ('that is the way we do it'); with 
thiss shift new claims and arguments were introduced by the journalists, en-
ablingg them to reflect on the nature of the newsmedia business and the way 
theirr colleagues go about work. As before, participants were found to shift 
quitee comfortably between the two sets of propositions. 

THAT ' SS THE WAY WE DO IT HERE R E P E R T O I R E. American author Ethel 

Portnoy,, when asked to write a critical comment in quality newspaper NRC 
HandelsbladHandelsblad about The Netherlands, mentioned as the defining characteristic 
off  Dutch society its consensual model or as she called it: "The Dutch have a say-

ing:ing: that's the way we do things. Why rock the boat?" (Portnoy, 2000). Examin-
ingg the propositions in the interviews it seems clear that a similar model works 
inn Dutch newsrooms as well. The reason for picking this line is the way partic-
ipantss framed their explanations about how and why they write about multi-
culturall  issues. The journalists quickly left their individualistic accounts -
whichh can be located in the 'business as usual' repertoire as described above -
andd moved into a meso-level discourse describing actions referring to their 
medium,, newsroom, colleagues, or simply in terms of'we': 

"Things"Things which have to do with migration all over the world are the most im-

portantportant topic of our time. So it is important for us to write about that; we are 

thatthat kind of magazine." 

Thiss notion of 'we' connects with a more or less formal editorial policy of the 
mediaa organization as a frame of reference for the reporters, for example re-
gardingg hiring practices of people with a ethnic minority background: 

"So"So it is just our policy to take ethnic diversity into consideration, although 

qualityquality as to be good as well [...]  So we watch it carefully although we do 

notnot do any positive discrimination, that is a bit outdated. But the editors-in-

chiefchief are clear about this, also in the news coverage." 

Itt seems that journalists would like to argue that they themselves do not work 
accordingg to strict guidelines and policies, but that their work is embedded in 
policiess and set routines within the news organization. Connected to these 
statementss are references to what such (formal or unwritten) policies and 
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codess entail in the daily practice of news work. In that respect all of the inter-
vieweess mentioned institutional authorities as a first layer of sources and pro-
fessionall  knowledge. This reflects a common tendency among journalists in 
sourcing:: attributing credibility and authority to (spokespersons of) more or 
lesss established organizations and institutions in society.13 Mentioned as the 
kindd of sources of knowledge with respect to the multicultural society are: 
imamss (and various Islamic religious groups and foundations), community or-
ganizations,, neighborhood committees, civil servants dealing with ethnic mi-
noritiess (as migrants or asylum seekers) and so-called 'self-help' organizations 
(orr press liaisons thereof; often mentioned in this context is Forum, an institute 
forr multicultural development in The Netherlands). 

Whenn talking about professional knowledge, interviewees utilize this reper-
toiree to describe a news approach which can be labeled as 'to each his or her 
own':: although they are considered to be the multicultural experts, each col-
leaguee wil l deal with related topic his or her own way, not necessarily consult-
ingg with the newsroom-expert in the field. 

"I"I  write about a number of issues about such communities but a colleague 
ofof mine writes about integration policies of local government because her 
aldermanalderman is responsible for integration. So she really writes from a govern-
mentment perspective, I call that business-like news, I am more in the neighbor-
hoodshoods when something is going on." 

Whenn it comes to representation, the interviewees claimed to consider it as 
partt of their medium's policy to combat negative portrayal or stereotyping of 
ethnicc minorities. Such generally defensive statements were often made at the 
expensee of other media, signaling a third-person effect in quite a few cases, 
varyingg from a mild, self-critical view: 

"But"But we, or maybe it was another paper, had written that Muslim women 

werewere not allowed by their husbands to go to school, but somebody said af-

terwardsterwards that we only assume this is the case, but it does not have to be like 

thatthat at all. I think we should know more about such things." 

...... To a critical assessment of the performance of colleagues elsewhere (as our 
analysiss of category vn shows), notably mentioning popular national daily De 
TelegraafTelegraaf as an example of'how not to'. 

"I"I  try to write in a neat, friendly way where they come from if it is relevant 

forfor the story. But I will  not choose the Telegraaf-approach - they are inclined 

toto emphasize the country of origin. But that has often nothing to do with it." 

Partt of this repertoire concerns defining 'the way we do things here' in terms of 
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whatt others are doing wrong. Especially when supplied with information re-

gardingg results from content analyses as reported by Brants, Crone and Leur-

dijkk (1998)- who conclude that generally Dutch news coverage on migrant is-

suess consists of mainly negative stereotypes - journalists acknowledge the 

findingss but comment: 

"Such"Such findings are much too general. I can think of such criticism regarding 

certaincertain media that it used to be like that or in some case still is. But I find it 

mostmost striking that the recent coverage has been done on a high level [...] 

SureSure there are some newspapers who emphasized xenophobia [...]  but I 

thinkthink that even those kind of papers have matured recently, and I think that 

youyou cannot accuse our paper of reporting carelessly, just like most of the oth-

erer bigger newspapers." 

Inn terms of responsibilities of journalists the participants would build on their 

earlierr statements regarding their own pragmatism and the newsroom guide-

liness and routines when it comes to multicultural reporting: 

"So"So I don't follow a specific line, I'm just trying to be pragmatic about it. I do 

notnot think that you should deliberately withhold certain information to, like, 

educateeducate the reader or to prevent them from looking at things in a certain 

way.way. I feel that anyone who reads our magazine is intelligent enough to see 

that." that." 

Thiss repertoire is quite similar to the earlier mentioned 'business as usual'-
repertoire,, but differs in particular when it comes to the way it is being used by 
thee journalists involved. They connect issues regarding how they perceive their 
workk on an individualistic level to a relatively value-free - seen from their per-
spectivee - statements about daily practices to accounts of the way this work is 
embeddedd in their organization with respect to other news organizations and 
colleaguess elsewhere. Similar to viewing multicultural journalism like busi-
nesss as usual, this repertoire functions to provide legitimacy to the work of a 
journalistt when writing about contemporary society - in particular allowing 
journalistss or news media in general to retreat from an involved position (as 
forr example someone who is aware of inequalitiess in society regarding 'color') 
too a seemingly dispassionate role.14 

PROBLEMATiZATiONN R E P E R T O I R E. One of the topical categories men-

tionedd earlier showed that the journalists generally refer to issues regarding 

multiculturalismm as social problems (see category v). The consensus seems to 

bee that journalists are reporting about multicultural issues when for example 

crimee and social unrest are concerned. But problems are not 'just' a topic, the 
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wayy journalists talk about the multicultural society suggests that problemati-
zationn of issues in itself can be seen as a distinct repertoire. Both Van Donselaar 
andd Tanja (2000) and Leurdijk (1999) found similar repertoires in their analy-
ses,, as the journalists interviewed in those studies would consciously opt to re-
portt on social problems to break a perceived 'taboo' on the issues facing ethnic 
minoritiess in Dutch society (or problems facing Dutch society in the process of 
integratingg migrant communities). 

Ass journalists have used a wide variety of examples, a scan of the transcripts 
offerss insight into what kind of stories they tend to cover, what they feel is 
newsworthyy about the multicultural society, and what they think of first when 
askedd about the daily practices on the job: "minorities and asylum seekers", 

MoroccanMoroccan problem youths", "riots in Amsterdam-West", "problems with integra-

tiontion and the Islam", "low education levels and unemployment of ethnic minori-

ties",ties", "rising crime levels in minority communities", "hunger strikes by so-called 

'white'white illegals' here", "neighborhoods with a lot of minority residents, crime, 

vagabondsvagabonds and so on", "Islam and fundamentalism", "suppression of women", 

"violence"violence in discotheques". Two journalists also mentioned cultural festivals. 
Whatt such examples illustrate is what may be coined as a 'problematization' 
repertoire,, within which propositions can be grouped that either explicitly or 
implicitl yy equal multicultural issues with social problems. 

Inn terms of knowledge about different ethnic minorities journalists de-
scribee how they have constructed their network of contacts and potential 
sourcess of news. It turns out that they often meet people in the context of 
problematicc instances, according to the examples offered by the participating 
journalists. . 

"Let"Let me give an example. The first Islamic school that we have here, the 

chairmanchairman happens to be quite a good friend of mine. At some point I found 

outout that there were gigantic problems between the board members of that 

school,school, so I really doubted what to do for a while [...]  in the end I did write 

thatthat story and I've heard that the chairman is really angry with me now, but 

II  have not seen him since." 

Onee has to note that the experts themselves also signal a problematic aspect 
off  such contacts as these pertain to professional knowledge (using proposi-
tionss from the ingroup-outgroup repertoire): 

"It"It  takes a while to get to know people. It is common knowledge that the 

MoroccanMoroccan community is the least accessible; they are also not really news-

paperpaper readers and are generally distrustful towards journalists. There has 

toto be a news angle and it is nice when such an angle is a bit positive, oth-
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erwiseerwise a conflict arises when you only approach them when there are issues 

ofof crime among youths for example involved." 

Whenn it comes to representation, participants are more often quite vague in 

describingg what they feel 'the multicultural society' represents in their work: 

"Yes"Yes I mean the multicultural society to me that means asylum seekers, and 

naturalization,naturalization, and newcomers, and Islam and problems within mosques, I 

meanmean everything." 

Itt seems clear that multiculturalism for these experts poses questions of how to 

positionn minorities in stories, in particular when the majority of such stories 

deall  with social problems. Such questions are discussed on the level of the per-

ceptionss of social responsibilities. 

"I"I  try not to generalize, so the moment that there is a fight between young 

MoroccansMoroccans and the police in Amsterdam I will  hesitate to write that it con-

cernscerns Moroccan people; I will  always write that it is about a part of a small 

groupgroup and so on. That way. But people often do not see that, they will  still 

perceiveperceive it to be yet another negative story on Moroccan boys." 

Nott the choice of news topic is questioned, but the way the story is constructed. 
Severall  participants would combine arguments from the 'the way we do it' and 
'businesss as usual' repertoires to legitimate their work in this respect, claiming 
thatt the problems arising from immigration are "just absolutely a journalistic 

topic."topic." Using this line of reasoning, journalists refer to what they perceive as an 
intrinsicc quality of news: it concerns things that go wrong, it is inherently neg-
ative.. The problematization repertoire can therefore be seen as the coupling of 
aa dominant perception of what news is (or should be) all about, with the prac-
ticee of reporting about the multicultural society. In other words: the taboo jour-
nalistss are breaking when explicitly covering problems of ethnic minorities in 
Thee Netherlands is not a taboo maintained to protect minorities from an intol-
erantt or prejudiced society, but it is an ideological taboo of writing about news 
whichh is not about 'things that go wrong'. Whether this is really the case is not 
off  concern here, but one has to note the active negotiation going on here be-
tweenn ideal-typical news values, occupational ideology, and a perception of so-
ciall  reality. Again it seems that this repertoire has a powerful function for pro-
vidingg legitimacy, as it claims that journalists do not write about ethnic mi-
norities,, they write about things that go wrong - 'regardless'. 

A N T I - R A C I S MM R E P E R T O I R E. Racism has shown to be a topic much talked 

aboutt in the context of a discussion on multiculturalism and the media. Al-

thoughh fewjournalists talked openly about race, the ones who did showed par-
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ticularr disdain for people with racist ideas, in fact revealing an active personal 
agenda.. Throughout most interviews participants expressed sensitivities to-
wardss stereotyping minorities and fighting (racial) prejudice in Dutch society 
(similarr activism found among the journalists interviewed by Leurdijk and by 
Vann Donselaar and Tanja). This clearly poses a challenge to their sense of pro-
fessionall  neutrality as expressed in for example the 'business as usual' reper-
toire.. Anti-racism as a particular attitude, as a way to position oneself as a re-
porterr to multicultural topics, can thus be labeled as an interpretative reper-
toiree as well. The difference between the topical category and the repertoire re-
gardingg race is, that 'race' is a concept which becomes apparent in terms of 
topicss which have a certain news value, whereas 'race' is (part of) a belief sys-
temm which allows journalists to give meaning to what kind of news decisions 
theyy make when for example writing about such topics. In this repertoire ref-
erencess to a journalists' audience are omnipresent. 

"Youu get a lot of extreme right response and you get response like that it is 
goodgood that it is written that way [...]  I notice that people who are anti-for-
eignereigner read my stories well and even though you want to counter their views 
youyou have to use the journalistic standard." 

Withh respect to the themes identified in talking about multiculturalism and 
journalism,, journalists can use a specific anti-racist repertoire when com-
mentingg about the kind of knowledge of for example colleagues as it related to 
thee representation of minorities in the news: 

"Unfortunately"Unfortunately there are many colleagues who have stereotypical images in 
theirtheir minds when covering multicultural issues. Who go out on the streets to 
writewrite a story on the suppression of Islamic women. If you set out like that, 
youyou will  get such a story - anything that does not fit that format will  be left 
out.out. I think that's a shame." 

Somee would argue that being anti-racist is definitely in conflict with being a 
journalistt in the context of a media organization: 

"But"But I really think that people should suppress their 'missionary drive', be-
causecause no one wants that [...]  In journalism you have to accept that whether 
youyou are politically speaking ultra-left or ultra-right, when you are a profes-
sionalsional you operate within a framework set out by management and the ed-
itors.itors. Right?" 

Researchh by Van Donselaar and Tanja (2000) specifically focused on journalists 

coveringg extreme right wing and racist social movements in The Netherlands. 
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Theyy found that all interviewed journalists expressed conflicts between their 
ownn anti-racist convictions, the constraints of the 'neutral disseminator' doc-
trinee of the profession and the goals of their media organization. Such aware-
nesss of the various factors or levels of influence on media decision-making (see 
forr example the hierarchical levels recently reiterated by Reese, 2001) is clearly 
expressedd when discussing 'extreme' topics like public racism, but is virtually 
absentt when talking about more general issues such as social problems in in-
nerr cities (category v) or religion (category 11). Costera Meijer (2001b) has sug-
gestedd that 'color' - which she typifies as the Dutch way of talking about race -
iss a concept with a lot of potential when discussed by producers and writers of 
soapp operas. This repertoire suggests that the same goes for media practition-
ers,, as they share a distinct anti-racist view on society - an opinion which also 
allowss them to see the potential pitfalls of stereotyping or misrepresenting 
ethnicc minorities in their selection and coverage of news. It functions in other 
wordss as a possibility to step away from overtly ideological claims of neutrali-
tyy or just doing your work towards a more reflective discussion of the role of 
thee media professional in the multicultural society. 

JOURNALISMM IN THE NETHERLANDS REPERTOIRE. Concluding OUr 

analysiss a repertoire can be mentioned within which the participants reflect 
broadlyy on the Dutch media system in general. The journalists would fre-
quentlyy utter a variety of statements on journalism in The Netherlands as a 
wholee when discussing the issues at hand. Apparently journalists have a some-
whatt developed sense of what 'journalism in The Netherlands' is and use these 
notionss as some kind of benchmark when discussing their own work. 

Withh respect to the professional knowledge of journalists in The Nether-
lands,, several experts lamented what they felt to be an exclusive 'white' view on 
multiculturalismm in the media, or as one journalist claims: "What is difficult for 

usus is the same problem for all media in The Netherlands, that we are a very white 

medium."medium." Few participants would explicitly address what kind of problems this 
'whiteness'' may bring for Dutch media. One local newspaper journalist how-
everr does, using propositions from both 'ingroup-outgroup' and 'problemati-
zation'' repertoires to reflect within a general 'journalism in The Netherlands' 
argument: : 

"When"When it comes to a problematic group of Dutch people in whatever city, we 

[Dutch[Dutch journalists, MD] will  eventually get them to speak out - something 

whichwhich sometimes does not happen at all when it comes to Moroccans or 

Turks.Turks. We just keep on writing how difficult they are but then I would really 

likelike to speak to such a Moroccan. [...]!  think that this is the trend in all me-
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dia,dia, that it takes a lot of effort to get close to them. There is a lot of distrust 

betweenbetween the press and the community. [...} Before you know it you only use 

nativenative Dutch experts to talk about the multicultural society." 

Anotherr participant gives a specific example of what kind of problems this 
mayy bring regarding religion: "Native Dutch journalists still do not know any-

thingthing about the Islam, even though it is becoming an important part of this soci-

ety,ety, for a lot of people." Other participants addressed the issue of knowledge in 
moree practical terms, referring to the fact that building networks (of contacts) 
inn ethnic communities takes a lot of time, which is according to one expert, "a 

chronicchronic problem for journalism." A colleague feels that this is more of a problem 
forr local and regional newspapers than for national dailies. This perceived lack 
off  time and other practical constraints of news work are also addressed when 
discussingg representational issues in Dutch journalism. The role of (often 
nighttime)) copy editors for example: 

"There"There is a kind of tension between the reality on the street and the reality 

ofof the newspaper. For example when something bad happens, I try to ex-

plainplain the context as much as possible. But because of fast copy editing the 

articlearticle will  be shortened and given a new headline, which sometimes means 

you'veyou've lost at least half of the energy you've put into it. Then a 'paper-reali-

ty'ty' emerges which is different from that which I have seen." 

Mostt comments regarding the role of Dutch journalists in the multiculturall  so-
cietyy were made on the level of media responsibilities. Several experts ex-
pressedd the necessity of 'ideological' standards such as professional distance 
andd objectivity as being in conflict with a responsibility towards minority 
'groups'' in society: "Yes I feel personally involved with the topic [the multicul-
turall  society, MD] but that has to do of course with the fact that as a journalist 

youyou have to be committed to groups in society." Overall there seem to be two 
waysways of using this particular repertoire, making it a functional repertoire with-
inn which other repertoires and topical categories can be located. The first way 
too use it is to defend 'business as usual'-type of arguments: "Journalists are all 

individualisticindividualistic and stubborn, I am no exception-I am just doing my work." A sec-
ondd function of the journalism in The Netherlands' repertoire is to explicitly 
criticizee the way things get done (mostly at other media), for example the 
choicee of employing a multicultural expert: 

"Well"Well I feel a lot of attention is given to the multicultural society in Dutch 

media,media, and that is okay. What I regret is that it is always being put under the 

headerheader 'multicultural society', and that newspaper editors make such an ef-

fortfort to employ specialists on the multicultural society. Maybe this is the only 
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way,way, but I think it is a little weird. If you write about Dutch cities than it is 

automaticallyautomatically part of your story so I think it is strange that a city news desk 

andand a multicultural desk have to arrange who will  write about let's say a 

streetstreet fight in Amsterdam-West. Such carefulness is typically Dutch I guess." 

Conclusion n 
Inn this chapter the characteristics of ethnic minority journalists in The Nether-
landss were analyzed, and an assessment was made of the experiences, knowl-
edgee and views of multicultural specialists in the Dutch print media. Before of-
feringg concluding remarks in more detail, two general conclusions can be 
made.. First it was found that ethnicity does matter in journalism; minority 
journalistss expressed strong support for what can be called an advocacy role of 
thee media in society - a role perception not found among their colleagues. This 
meanss in terms of the model on professional identity (see chapter 11) used in 
thiss project, that the agency of a journalist is clearly constrained as well as en-
abledd by the ethnic background of the media professional involved. 

AA second conclusion comes from the in-depth interviews we held with mul-
ticulturall  experts: their views show a general lack of direction, coupling sever-
all  arguments, topics, and opinions in a less than coherent framework for un-
derstandingg their daily work. The repertoires journalists apply when dis-
cussingg their work regarding the multicultural society reflect different ac-
countss in different domains. The various repertoires were applied by speakers 
inn at least two domains: one of which concerning his or her own experiences 
andd actions, the other 'meso' domain consisting of references to the partici-
pants'' colleagues, newsroom policies or media organization (cf. structure). A 
thirdd 'macro' domain can be mentioned as well, which would consist of specif-
icc comments and references made by the journalists to Dutch journalism in 
general,, regarding for example abstract notions (the history of) journalism 
professionalismm and remarks about 'the' Dutch media culture and its treat-
mentt of racism and extreme-right wing social movements. The participants -
whenn considering questions regarding journalists' responsibilities in a multi-
culturall  society - predominantly applied statements located in this third do-
main.. These domains coincide with the taxonomy of knowledge, representa-
tion,, and responsibility. 

Mostt of the findings of earlier studies - particularly content analyses - can 
bee traced throughout the interviews. The main comment to be made here: all 
participantss expressed a sometimes critical awareness of the pitfalls of (nega-
tive)) stereotyping of minorities in the news, the somewhat exclusive selective-
nesss of sourcing, the predominance of'white' views in mainstream news media 
andd the misrepresentation of colleagues with an ethnic minority background. 
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Thiss awareness is almost completely ignored in the contemporary research lit-
erature,, as more recent overviews acknowledge (see Campbell, 1998; Cottle, 
2000a).. On the other hand, the experts did not seem to have more or less co-
herentt knowledge about the position of for example their colleagues with an 
ethnicc minority background, or about issues of representation in general. In 
Thee Netherlands this may be caused by a general lack of studies looking at the 
rolee perceptions, views and ethics of journalists explicitly working in the con-
textt of the multicultural society. 

Thee repertoires found in the interviews closely connect to those found by 
similarr media production studies conducted by Leurdijk (1999), Van Donselaar 
andd Tanja (2000) and Costera Meijer (2001b). This suggests that media profes-
sionalss in The Netherlands share similar dilemmas, challenges, norms and val-
uess when it comes to discussing and working with multiculturalism. Costera 
Meijerr in particular concludes that the final media product in these circum-
stancess is partly the result of conflicting repertoires (2001b: 22). The conflict in 
ourr repertoires lies mainly between perceptions of how journalism works or 
shouldd work and less than clear-cut ideas on what journalism is and how to 
findd a role therein as an individual media professional. 

Bothh conclusions contribute to answering the question of how the ideology of 
journalismm can be seen as challenged by the articulation of multiculturalism to 
Dutchh journalism. Journalists provide a public service, but are also non-repre-
sentativee and selective (for example when it comes to sourcing). Journalists are 
neutrall  and objective but also share a more or less active anti-racist agenda. 
Journalistss must enjoy editorial autonomy, yet explain themselves in terms of 
aa negotiation between what they do as individual(ist)s and how they perceive 
(Dutch)) journalism works. Journalists have a sense of immediacy, but it is ex-
actlyy this time-pressure that is singled out as problematic in news coverage, 
sourcingg and networking involving minorities and multicultural issues. Jour-
nalistss have a sense of ethics and legitimacy, but discuss their audiences as well 
ass news actors in terms of 'us' and 'them' and express an awareness towards 
thiss skewed relationship. Legitimacy therefore can be seen as in conflict with 
whatt one participant called the 'paper reality' of the Dutch press. 

Inn all accounts the experts expressed the complex nature of working in a 
multiculturall  society. As the participants claimed that much has changed in 
thee way Dutch media cover the multicultural society, the debate on journalism 
andd challenges to its ideology can be seen is an ongoing clash of different, not 
altogetherr well-articulated views, norms and values. The topical categories and 
repertoiress with which these are discussed by the multicultural experts may 
servee as a way to structure the developments in reporting on minority issues 
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(ass Leurdijk suggests), or may even function as a transformative challenge to 
mediaa professionals to reconsider their views (as Costera Meijer concludes). 
Suchh a discussion can now also be considered to be better informed regarding 
thee situation of ethnic minority reporters in The Netherlands, which would 
helpp both the experts and journalists throughout the Dutch media to further 
discusss the changing nature of journalism in a multicultural society. 


